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       PRODUCED BY: ABBAS REST  

 The children taking a  photo in their new 

clothes with Madge—Scottish trustee.  

Madge had a long chart with the children, they 

had one request  that is if the charity can      

provide technical skills like tailoring  and       

carpentry soon after completing their MSCE.   

The photos below was one of the beneficiaries 

of Abbas rest who was doing carpentry. He 

come to us looking for a space to do his works 

and support his family . We were able to     

provide the small space he need.   
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Abbas Rest team meets all the children twice in 

every month, giving them the opportunity to  

say their daily challenges and how we can 

solve some of their problems as the need is too 

great. Some of the challenges they face at 

home is the reason why they can not perform 

better at school. Hannah’s aunt refused to give 

her food but forced her to drop school so she 

can get married to a Mozambique man who can 

help the family, Martha also was forced to drop 

school so she can get married, the Abbas rest 

team and the police chief resolved the case. 

Just this term Prisca also faced the same     

challenge, whereby after school there was no 

food for her and she started selling groundnuts 

and her school progress diluted.  These are just 

few examples of the challenges the children 

face in everyday life but Abbas rest is their to  

support them in every situation they meet.  

 

By providing their needs for education, this 

helps them to work extra hard in school since 

there is no one to support them, this              

encourages them a lot.  

Every Child has the right to education, 

though the right is there for them, but most 

of the people violate children’s rights to        

education. You find a guardian sending the 

child to sell water, cakes, sweets and other 

items instead of sending that child to school.  

In 2017, the Abbas Rest was among the 

Child Protection technical working group at 

the District level this is because of it’s effort 

in empowering and motivating children in 

their studies.  

The Abbas rest is doing a tremendous job by 

providing food, clothes, school uniforms, 

learning and writing materials for all the 

children in programme as one of the factors 

in empowering and motivating them because 

without the things mentioned above one can 

not do better in his/her studies.  

The learner’s distributing food items among 

themselves to be used at the boarding          

facilities. The school does not supply food, the 

children and their guardians have to outsources 

food after paying boarding fee. The school  

only offers accommodation. 


